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Familiar Ground 
by John Calvin Abney 
 
Press for John Calvin Abney 
"a little bit like Elliott Smith if he’d founded a scruffy alt-country 
band and moved to Oklahoma."  
- Rolling Stone 
 
"Beautifully compelling; a subtle and stirring accompaniment for 
the current season." 
 - Gold Flake Paint 
 
"Abney has created a world in which hope is not out of reach, no 
matter the distance." 
- No Depression 
 
"It’s the pacing, emotional energy, and unforced collection of 
reflections that give Familiar Ground its distinctly fresh 
character." 
- American Songwriter 
 

Artist Bio 
John Calvin Abney is a songwriter, producer, and 
multi-instrumentalist sideman who's spent nearly 10 years in the 
studio and on the road in instrumental service to the songs of 
other writers, including John Moreland, Samantha Crain, and, 
recently, Lee Bains III and the Glory Fires, along with a veritable 
swath of writers and musicians that quickly become friends. 
Recently, he has also spent time scoring short films and 
documentaries between session and show. 
 
His fifth studio album Familiar Ground, the first he’s written since 
his father’s passing, percolates like an old coffee pot. Abney 
mulls over just what it means to pass the time and fully 
experience our fleeting lives on earth. Pulled by pangs of steel 
pedal guitar and buoyed by his gentle vocals, his latest record 
takes us on a meandering journey through cities of the mind. 
Though Abney’s influences are far-reaching, from the 
Bohemian-Austrian poet Rainer Maria Rilke to contemporary 
peers like Laura Marling and Christian Lee Hutson to the 
surreal writing of Haruki Murakami, his art has the intimacy of a 
conversation with an old friend. 

 
Track Listing: 
* Indicates single 

1. *When This Blows Over (04:23) 
2. *Shine Like a Friend (03:35) 
3. I Don't Get Excited Much Anymore 

(04:49) 
4. Evening Tide (03:49) 
5. The Contractor (04:24) 
6. Signs of Weather (03:42) 
7. *Showing Up Late (03:18) 
8. Familiar Ground (04:24) 
9. Tokyo City Rain (03:13) 

Release Date:  11/20/2020 
CatNo:  BMR013 
File Under: Indie/Folk, Pop/Rock 
Formats: 180G LP/CD 
RIYL: Brian Wilson, Elliott Smith, James 
Taylor 
 

 
CD 

 
Black 180G LP 

 
Blue Sky 180G LP 

BLACK MESA RECORDS    INFO@BLACKMESARECORDS.COM 



 

 

 

 

 

Safe Passage 
by John Calvin Abney 
 
Press for Safe Passage 
 

"...woozily lush arrangements and classic pop turns... feels like a 
farewell to a longtime friend, with its nostalgic haze and warm, 
bittersweet bite" 
- Rolling Stone Country 
 
"Melodic, ethereal...lush." 
 - Billboard 
 
"His greatest asset is his ability to surrender to the song. Gentle, 
contemplative compositions"  
- No Depression 
 
 
 

Artist Bio 
Abney is a multi-talented sideman who’s spent considerable time 
on the road and in the studio in service to other artists — most 
notably as the longtime guitarist for fellow Oklahoman, John 
Moreland, who sits in on acoustic and electric guitar throughout 
the new record — and his experience as an instrumentalist, 
arranger, and producer has honed his sense of what is essential 
to songs, resulting in a peaceful balance between his apparent 
joy for making music and the ever-present emotions of his 
writing. He’s a lifelong student of composition and artistry whose 
influences and inspirations run vast and varied: Brian Wilson, 
Courtney Barnett, Nick and Molly Drake, Tulsa Sound pioneer 
J.J. Cale , Japanese pop godfather Haruomi Hosono, virtuosic 
guitarist Molly Tuttle, and even acclaimed video game music 
composers like Shogo Sakai and Yasunori Mitsuda. Abney is a 
keen observer and on Safe Passage he has developed his craft 
in a way that allows his sense of self to really shine through. 

 
Track Listing: 
* Indicates single 

1. *I Just Wanna Feel Good (2:50) 
2. Kind Days (4:09) 
3. *Turn Again (4:17) 
4. When the Dark Winds Blow (4:12) 
5. Backwards Spring (4:37) 
6. *Honest Liar (3:43) 
7. Days of Disconnect (3:31) 
8. Typeface in Bold (4:20) 
9. Soft Rain After All (1:48) 
10. *Maybe Happy (4:14) 

Release Date:  09/27/2019 
CatNo:  BMR008 
File Under: Indie/Folk, Pop/Rock 
Formats: LP/CD 
RIYL: Brian Wilson, Elliott Smith, James 
Taylor 
 

 
CD 

 
180G Black LP 

BLACK MESA RECORDS    INFO@BLACKMESARECORDS.COM 



JOHN CALVIN ABNEY -- After nearly a decade touring—playing 150 to 250 shows depending on the year—Tulsa’s 

John Calvin Abney is sitting and savoring the small moments. “I mean, just making your own coffee in the morning 

can be a profound process to begin your day,” he says with trademark ease in his voice. 

His fifth studio album Familiar Ground, the first he’s written since his father’s passing, percolates this idea like an 

old coffee pot. Abney mulls over just what it means to pass the time and fully experience our fleeting lives on earth. 

Pulled by pangs of steel pedal guitar and buoyed by his gentle vocals, his new record takes us on a meandering 

journey through cities of the mind. Though Abney’s influences are far-reaching, from the Bohemian-Austrian poet 

Rainer Maria Rilke to contemporary peers like Laura Marling and Christian Lee Hutson to the surreal writing of 

Haruki Murakami, his art has the intimacy of a conversation with an old friend.

When the tour for his longtime collaborator John Moreland’s latest record was canceled in March due to the pan-

demic, Abney began writing the songs that would soon comprise Familiar Ground. Using a ten-year-old iMac, 

Abney crafted the tracks piece by piece, writing on guitar, piano, and Mellotron then sending them over to Moreland, 

who would add drums and bass. They bounced the songs back and forth remotely between their home studios, 

with Abney playing piano and synthesizers and composing the strings that lend the record a dreamy, expansive feel. 

Nashville’s Don Eanes played Rhodes and B3 on several songs, while session musician Whit Wright contributed 

steel guitar to the record.

Longtime Abney fans will notice a markedly softer sound from the Oklahoma musician, who’s traded in aural urgen-

cy for tender moments. “I feel like I had spent years accidentally obscuring parts of who I am through constant work 

and now, every single day heading forward, I find out a little bit more about myself,” he reflects. “Familiar Ground’s 

a good step towards that because I’ve found that the softer, more contemplative compositions speak more to me as 

a person than earlier records I’ve made with bombastic arrangements. Those don’t speak to me as I am now, but of 

course, these things can always change.”

“Shine Like A Friend” is one such song that drifts through your mind with unhurried tranquility. “We’re stuck between 

/ coming and going / forever taking leave, saying goodbye,” Abney sings, finding a bittersweet beauty in the tran-

sience of life, as the track dissipates by the end into gossamer ambience. “Evening Tide,” though a “sweet feeling” 

in execution, proved one of the most difficult tracks for Abney to write. He aimed to help listeners feel comfortable 

with death: “I wanted to tell people that one’s memories of those people really allow them to thrive well past their 

transition.” 

Beyond an acceptance of our own mortality, Abney also contemplates what it takes for us to weather the storms 



of life on album opener “When This Blows Over.” He paraphrases the beloved Irish poet Seamus Heaney on the 

bridge, reminding us over a twangy soundscape that “We can summer together / if we can winter this.” 

Italo Calvino’s novel Invisible Cities, an imaginative exploration of fantastical places, proved another seminal liter-

ary influence on Familiar Ground. “I love the natural world, but there is something majestic and alluring about being 

in the city,” Abney shares. “There’s something that occasionally draws me to it, the wonders of architecture and the 

ability to grow these massive metropolises from concrete and steel and people inhabit these wildly compartmental-

ized places that stood where there was nothing once.” His love for these urban spaces was part of what drew him to 

Japan for a whirlwind, weekend-long trip that inspired the final track “Tokyo City Rain.” Touring nearly nonstop had 

left him little time to simply exist in a place, so Abney spontaneously maxed out his credit card so he could pray at 

the steps of Meiji Shrine and meander through Ueno and Harajuku without worrying about set times. The song itself 

draws upon city pop, capturing the vibe of Tokyo through found sound and bright, zippy synthesizers. Abney’s ex-

perience had something of Sofia Coppola’s Lost in Translation to it in its brief yet impactful nature: “When I returned 

/ it felt like a dream / tracing tall buildings / in the summer steam.”

Familiar Ground is Abney most comfortable with himself, taking the time to soak in elongated chord progressions 

and absorb the world around him. In nine songs, he manages to plumb the melancholic depths of existence while 

still imbuing the album with life-affirming optimism. This isn’t the blind positivity of someone unwilling to explore the 

darkness, but the hopeful words from an artist who’s been to the other side of the moon and back. After your first, 

fourth, or fortieth listen, you’ll come away “more in tune with today than yesterday or tomorrow.”



 

 

 

 

Communion In The 
Ashes 
by M. Lockwood Porter 
 
Press for Communion In The Ashes 

"Bruce Springsteen has it. American Aquarium has it. Mr. 
Lockwood Porter has it. They can all convert negative 
circumstances into positive energy." 
- AltCountry.nl 
 
"Porter ... crackles with urgency thanks both to Porter’s 
image-rich lyrics and an electric guitar-driven arrangement." 
- American Songwriter 
 
"The indie and Americana borders get blurred with M. Lockwood 
Porter's "The Dream Is Dead," a rallying cry that explores current 
affairs with hope and activism." 
- Stacy Buchanan, WGBH 
 
"Communion in the Ashes offers Porter's reflections on a society 
bitterly divided by polarized politics." 
- Billboard 
 
 
 

Artist Bio 
Born into a working-class family in rural Oklahoma, Porter 
launched his songwriting career after relocating to the San 
Francisco Bay Area, kicking things off with 2013's Judah's Gone. 
There, in the nation's most expensive real-estate market, he also 
taught classes to underprivileged students at an inner-city 
school, a job that gave him a close-up view of the nation’s 
growing class divide and its many symptoms, including poverty, 
gentrification, and homelessness. As his cross-country touring 
increased, so did the presence of political and social issues 
within his music, with 2016's How to Dream Again taking 
influence from the socially-conscious works of Bob Dylan and 
Bruce Springsteen. After writing 2019's Communion in the 
Ashes, Porter returned to Oklahoma with the goal of contributing 
to a growing artistic community and, hopefully, affecting social 
change. 

 
Track Listing: 
* Indicates single 

1. Communion In The Ashes (3:36) 
2. *Waiting For A Sign (3:47) 
3. Broken Light (2:57) 
4. Didn't Know What Love Meant (3:41) 
5. *Get Back To The Wild (4:25) 
6. Blessed to Be Alive (4:04) 
7. *The Dream Is Dead (4:49) 
8. Anything For Greed (3:52) 
9. I Will Do No More A-Prayin' (4:34) 
10. This Fear Won't Control Me (4:14) 
11. Nowhere Left To Run (6:40) 

Release Date:  03/29/2019 
CatNo:  BMR006 
File Under: Pop/Rock 
Formats:  LP/CD 
RIYL: Jeff Lynne, Tom Petty, The Clash, 
Bruce Springsteen 
 
 

 
CD 

 
Black LP 

 
Red/Gold Splatter LP 

BLACK MESA RECORDS    INFO@BLACKMESARECORDS.COM 



 

 

 

 

 

How To Dream 
Again 
by M. Lockwood Porter 
 
Press for Communion In The Ashes 
 

“"Sad/Satisfied," is an optimistic, upbeat, acoustic guitar, piano 
and harmonica-driven call to rise up against passivity, both 
politically, and within one's self.” 
- Paste 
 
“The greatest achievement of this album is that it's a truly 
cohesive piece. No song on here is a dud, to be sure, but it's 
important to listen to the whole thing, in order, all the way 
through.” 
- No Depression 
 
“The blend of disillusion and defiant hope is the perfect message 
for the time we live in.“ 
- Nine Bullets 
 
 

Artist Bio 
On the resulting album, How To Dream Again, M. Lockwood 
Porter blends the personal and political in a way that is 
courageous, moving, and representative of this historical 
moment. The album’s centerpiece is “Reach The Top”, a 
five-and-a-half minute dissertation critiquing the philosophy 
underpinning the American Dream, tying together its myriad 
consequences – isolation, materialism, depression, suicide, 
drug use, destruction of unions, college debt, gentrification, 
police brutality, media distortion, and American imperialism 
– using nothing but his voice, a guitar, and a harmonica. 
This song alone is a strong case that this California-based 
Okie transplant may be Guthrie’s closest modern heir. 

 
Track Listing: 
* Indicates single 

1. *American Dreams Denied (3:14) 
2. Burn Away (4:23) 
3. Bright Star (3:06) 
4. Strong Enough (4:43) 
5. Joe Hill's Dream (4:08) 
6. *Reach The Top (5:32) 
7. *The Future Ain't What It Used To Be 

(3:16) 
8. Charleston (4:17) 
9. *Sad/Satisfied (4:07) 
10. Dream Again (5:27) 

Release Date:  10/18/2016 
CatNo:  BMR003 
File Under: Pop/Rock 
Formats:  LP/CD 
RIYL: The Clash, Jeff Lynne, Tom Petty, The 
Clash, Bruce Springsteen 
 
 

 
CD 

 
Black LP 

BLACK MESA RECORDS    INFO@BLACKMESARECORDS.COM 



M. LOCKWOOD PORTER -- M. Lockwood Porter’s Communion in the Ashes is a rallying cry for the hopeless 

and heartbroken, its lyrics set to a soundtrack of anthemic heartland rock & roll. This is a record that addresses 

our modern-day social problems from a perspective of hope, encouraging those who listen to focus on activism 

and community-building rather than despair. Along the way, Porter delivers some of the most engaging, electrifying 

songs of his career, rooting these melodic calls-to-action in the stomp and epic swagger of a five-piece road band.

Born into a working-class family in rural Oklahoma, Porter launched his songwriting career after relocating to the 

San Francisco Bay Area, kicking things off with 2013’s Judah’s Gone. There, in the nation’s most expensive real-

estate market, he also taught classes to underprivileged students at an inner-city school, a job that gave him a 

close-up view of the nation’s growing class divide and its many symptoms, including poverty, gentrification, and 

homelessness. As his cross-country touring increased, so did the presence of political and social issues within 

his music, with 2016’s How to Dream Again taking influence from the socially-conscious works of Bob Dylan and 

Bruce Springsteen. After writing 2019’s Communion in the Ashes, Porter returned to Oklahoma with the goal of 

contributing to a growing artistic community and, hopefully, affecting social change.

“The tech boom of the last 10 years has totally transformed the whole Bay Area, and has essentially made it a 

playground for the rich. Working-class folks and artists aren’t welcome there anymore, and this has manifested in 

rising housing costs, closure of music venues, and the proliferation of homeless tent cities,” Porter divulges. “In the 

last verse of the title track, I can see in hindsight that I was saying a ‘goodbye’ to the Bay Area, even though I didn’t 

know that I’d be leaving at the time.” 

With Communion In The Ashes, Porter crystallizes a sound that is uniquely his own: one that gatecrashes the 

borders between indie rock & roll, singer/songwriter folk, and Americana. Written alone on the acoustic guitar and 

recorded with Porter’s band during a collaborative, five-day studio session in Chico, CA, the album champions 

togetherness as an antidote to the immense problems we face as a society. On the kinetic title track, a kick drum 

bangs out a steady pulse while Porter unveils his game plan: “When the bridges are all burned, let’s congregate the 

masses, let’s hold a new communion in the ashes.” The song doesn’t turn a blind eye to the desperation of today’s 

world; instead, it builds something new from the rubble, transforming desolation into hope. A similar feeling im-

bues the piano-propelled “I Will Do No More A-Prayin’,” a secular hymn that nods to Porter’s childhood days in the 

Southern Baptist church. If “I Will Do No More A-Prayin’” evokes the solemnity of Sunday morning, though, the bulk 

of Communion in the Ashes rustles up the thrill of Saturday night. There are furiously strummed power chords, 

pounding percussion, vocal harmonies, and 80s-inspired synthesizers, shot through with a voice that’s urgent, com-

pelling, and quick to incite. These are songs about revolution and rebuilding, and Porter sings them accordingly, his 

voice echoing and rattling its way between the electric guitars and upright piano.



Given the album’s communal emphasis, it’s appropriate that Communion in the Ashes is also Porter’s most col-

laborative release. All five band members contributed to the arrangement process, with drummer Peter Labberton 

pulling triple-duty as the album’s engineer and mixer. The band worked swiftly, foregoing rehearsal in favor of in-

stinctual performances and quick studio decisions. “Get Back to the Wild,” the one song not recorded live, gave the 

band a chance to experiment, building a two-bar drum and piano loop into a spiritually-minded song that examines 

the distance between human nature and human society. Porter and company looked to their own influences for 

cues, too, with Communion’s touchstones running the gamut from Leonard Cohen’s inventive songwriting and Tom 

Petty’s concise melodies to Wilco’s experimentation and War on Drugs’ gorgeously textured tones. Even so, this 

is the most distinctive release in M. Lockwood Porter’s catalog — an album that both nods to the past and pushes 

forward to the future, thanks in part to a full-band attack that lends fire, ferocity, and grit to the tracklist.

“I think the fully collaborative recording process was the biggest musical shift between recording How To Dream 

Again and Communion In The Ashes,” explains Porter. “Jeremy Lyon has been playing in my live band since 

2016, but this was the first M. Lockwood Porter album that he’s worked on, and he brought a much wider palette of 

guitar tones to this album than I’ve used on past records. This is also the first time I’ve recorded with synthesizers. 

I had given the band the vague direction that I wanted us to imagine ourselves as a ‘dystopian gospel band’ before 

we started recording, and my keyboardist Jeff Hashfield found a sound on his Prophet synthesizer that we ended 

up dubbing the ‘Blade Runner church organ.’ We ended up using it on nearly every song.” 

Throughout Communion In The Ashes, Porter’s electrifying “dystopian gospel band” explores how frightening our 

world can be. The record’s enthralling cover art — designed by William Schaff, known for his longtime association 

with Songs: Ohia’s Jason Molina — shines a light on that horrifying present, depicting a man (A preacher? An orga-

nizer? A demagogue?) addressing a crowd from the foreground of a burning, decaying city. With its Springsteen-

sized catharsis, though, Communion in the Ashes offers listeners something new: a soundtrack with which to rise 

up, rebuild, and renew. Call it protest music if you’d like. Call it a political album if you must. Whatever the descrip-

tion, Communion in the Ashes packs the strongest punch of Porter’s career, capturing not just one man’s reaction 

to the present day, but an entire community’s opportunity to better their own tomorrows.



ANNA ASH -- One of the deep pleasures of listening to a well-crafted album is the way it becomes inextricable from 

a mood or a moment, a habit of mind or a time of day. With her new album L.A. Flame, Anna Ash captures those long 

late afternoons when the sun is low but the heat hasn’t yet broken, when you wipe the dirt-muddled sweat from the 

back of your neck with the condensation on the day’s first beer.

Call it country, call it rock’n’roll, call it pulling off the road somewhere between Silver Lake and Bakersfield just to roll a 

cigarette, kick at the gravel, and brood. The nine songs on L.A. Flame — recorded during the summer of 2018, includ-

ing four days at Stationhouse Studio in Echo Park — are sparse and warm, tightly arranged and shrewdly observed.

Last year, Ash’s cover of Lucinda Williams’ “Righteously” was featured on an episode of Billions. And though Wil-

liams is a useful reference point for Ash’s sound (see also: Sharon Van Etten, Tift Merritt), the songs on L.A. Flame 

reveal a singular singer and songwriter at work. Ash regards all with a gimlet eye: her songs tell of friends lost to love 

and loneliness, lovers who conflate real life and fiction, experiences that refuse to conform to familiar plot lines. She 

sings from within the messiness of quotidian life with a voice that can soar high above the song (but only to better 

survey the matter at hand).

L.A. Flame is a tumultuous record — mellow then volatile, withdrawn then confrontational, full of revelations, recrimi-

nations, revisions, and revivals. “This isn’t the first time I let me spirit die,” she sings knowingly on “Required Ending.”

The album’s sound is built on a tight backbeat provided by drummer Theo Katzman and bassist Aaron Stern, while 

Matt LaRocca and Jason Robert’s lead guitars coil and unravel across the songs, alternately atmospheric and sear-

ing. Ash self-produced this record, a process that was, she says, a “constant trial of confidence.” But you wouldn’t 

know it to listen. “A lot of me making L.A. Flame was,” Ash explains, “trying to trust my own ears and instincts, and 

trying to remember that I’m the only person in the room who knows what this record should sound like.” And the re-

cord that emerged, out this September, sounds sure-handed, textured, and warm, with an intimate fidelity to the live 

performances of these wry and rueful songs.

- Connor Towne O’Neill





Apologies b/w Some Kind Of Miracle
BMR007
(7”)

RIYL: A jangley-guitar based Lucinda Williams with a modern 
outlook of modern LA.

L. A. Flame
BMR017
(LP)

RIYL: Slow rockers full of smart lyrics.



CATALOG# COVER FORMAT ARTIST TITLE UPC BARCODE MSRP QTY

BMR001-01 12" LP (Blue) M. Lockwood Porter 27 644216106240 $19.99

BMR001-02 CD M. Lockwood Porter 27 787790396338 $14.99

BMR003-01 12" LP (Black) M. Lockwood Porter How To Dream Again 644216106141 $19.99

BMR003-02 CD M. Lockwood Porter How To Dream Again 787790396437 $14.99

BMR004-011
12" LP (180G 
Black)

John Calvin Abney Coyote 814867026826 $19.99

BMR004-013
12" LP (180G 
Yellow)

John Calvin Abney Coyote 850017238022 $19.99

BMR004-02 CD John Calvin Abney Coyote 888295768108 $14.99

BMR005-03
10" EP 
(Blue/White 
splatter)

John Calvin Abney Vice Versa Suite EP 814867028998 $14.99

BMR005-02 CD John Calvin Abney Vice Versa Suite EP 888295406451 $9.99

BMR006-011 12" LP (Black) M. Lockwood Porter
Communion In The 
Ashes

814867029872 $19.99

BMR006-013
12" LP 
(Red/Gold 
splatter)

M. Lockwood Porter
Communion In The 
Ashes

850017238015 $19.99

BMR006-02 CD M. Lockwood Porter
Communion In The 
Ashes

814867029902 $14.99

BMR007-04 7" Anna Ash Apologies (Single) 810017641062 $7.99

BMR008-011
12" LP (180G 
Black)

John Calvin Abney Safe Passage 810017641598 $19.99

BMR008-02 CD John Calvin Abney Safe Passage 810017641604 $14.99

BMR009-03 10" EP Various Artists
John Calvin Abney/M. 
Lockwood Porter Split

810017642403 $14.99

BMR011-011 12" LP (Black) John Calvin Abney
Far Cries and Close 
Calls

810017643073 $19.99

BMR011-012 12" LP (Blue) John Calvin Abney
Far Cries and Close 
Calls

850017238039 $19.99

BMR013-011
12" LP (180G 
Black)

John Calvin Abney Familiar Ground 850017238077 $19.99

BMR013-012
12" LP (180G 
Blue Sky)

John Calvin Abney Familiar Ground

850017238084

$19.99

BMR013-02 CD John Calvin Abney Familiar Ground 850017238060 $14.99

BMR017-01 12" LP Anna Ash L. A. Flame 701822776172 $19.99



Black Mesa Records is an independent record label from Tulsa, OK. 

Our artists have been featured in Rolling Stone, Billboard, Paste, NPR, American Songwriter, Gold Flake Paint, No 

Depression, Americana UK, AltCountry.nl, One Chord To Another, Nine Bullets, Wannabe, and more...

For physical correspondence, our address is

7122 S. Sheridan Rd

Ste 2-606

Tulsa, OK 74133

Our phone number is +1 (918) 200-9083

For general inquires: info@blackmesarecords.com

For press: press@blackmesarecords.com

Titles available in the US via CPI Distribution and select one-stops, and internationally via CPI, MVD, and regional 

distributors. To order direct from the label, please email shop@blackmesarecords.com, or call +1 (918) 200-9083.

BIO

In 2014, Kris Payne was sitting around with his old friend, M. Lockwood Porter, in Oakland, California. Porter had just 

quit his job as a teacher to focus on his music career full-time, and he had enlisted Payne to help him stuff CDs for 

Judah’s Gone — the new album he had recently recorded by himself. After Payne asked Porter if he was considering 

putting the record out on vinyl, Porter asked his friend for a simple favor: Would he mind looking into the process of 

pressing and distributing an LP? 

Thus began Black Mesa Records, the independent Tulsa-based record label that Kris Payne has been running solely 

— first as a mere side hobby, now as a gradually flourishing business — for the past half-dozen years. The label began 

with Payne reporting back to Porter after doing some research on the intricacies of physical distribution. “I said, ‘let’s 

put out a 7” single, like the old days,’” says Payne. “Max suggested that instead I just release his next full-length on 

vinyl myself and everything snowballed from there.”

Since then, Black Mesa has established itself as a welcoming home for singer-songwriters, having served as the long-

time label for Porter and John Calvin Abney. This year, the label will be bolstering its operations with its newly formed 

publishing company and distribution arm and further expanding its roster, releasing albums from L.A. songwriter Anna 

Ash, all while staying true to its humble word-of-mouth origins. 



“My goal is this: if you see ‘Black Mesa’ on a release, and you’ve bought something else from us before, you’re going 

to like what you’re about to buy,” says Payne. “I don’t want Black Mesa to be genre-specific, or location-specific. I 

just want it to be: ‘This is a Black Mesa release, and it is going to sound great.’”

Growing up in the Tulsa suburbs, Payne spent his twenties and thirties moving around the country — from New York 

to Alaska — before settling in the Bay Area of Northern California. In 2018, Payne moved Black Mesa Records from 

California back home to Tulsa, an environment that felt more welcome to small creative businesses. 

For Payne, becoming part of Tulsa’s booming local music scene was a huge advantage; John Calvin Abney, one of 

their flagship artists, is known for working with established and rising Tulsa singer-songwriters like John Moreland and 

has become an integral part of the city’s scene. But Payne is adamant that his label is not defined by its surroundings. 

“Tulsa has a really great history of music and it’s got a really great future for new music,” he says. “We want to exist 

within that but not let it become our only focus. I’m not a documentarian, and there are already a ton of other labels 

doing a great job chronicling the scene. We want to be a home for artists who make music we love regardless of where 

they actually live.”

Black Mesa also has little interest in limiting itself to a single sound or style, like Americana, which it’s become best 

known for during its first half-decade. “All the labels that I look up to, they don’t have a specific genre,” says Payne, 

pointing to the genre-agnostic Dischord Records as an example. “We just want to release good independent music.”

This year, Black Mesa is poised to expand exponentially and become an even bigger force. Despite their low national 

profile currently, the label has acquired a devoted, growing global legion of fans, with a steady business that has thus 

far primarily consisted of mail-order physical product shipments, which is an anomaly in the streaming era. But with 

Payne investing in digital distribution and prepping for the busiest release schedule in the label’s history, expect Black 

Mesa to emerge with a notable national draw for singer-songwriters of all genres and backgrounds. 

All of that feels exciting, if not slightly daunting, for Payne, who still runs Black Mesa entirely on his own in addition to 

another full-time job.

“We’re right on the precipice of being able to sustain the label from the label,” says Payne, who is proud to build Black 

Mesa from the ground up exactly like the indie DIY labels he admired as a music-obsessed teenager. “Five years later, 

I still do all the funding, packing the customer’s orders, submitting the vendor orders, running ads, etc. It’s still just me. 

But that’s changing.”



Shop more at blackmesarecords.com


